As a city driving the Japanese economy, Tokyo brings together a wealth of urban functions. Leveraging the advantages of this concentration, efforts are underway to transform Tokyo into a smart energy city through the sharing of energy among buildings and promoting the use of renewable energy.

Urban development for efficient energy use

A smart energy network is being built among facilities with different peak energy use times, such as office buildings, commercial facilities, hotels, and hospitals, for sharing energy and employing sunlight and other new energy sources.

Tokyo, uniquely positioned to balance environment and economy

It is hard to find a major metropolis anywhere that continues to undergo renewal to the same extent as Tokyo. If this city, with its high concentration of energy demand and extensive development, actively implements low-carbon policies through urban development projects, it would lead the world’s cities on the environmental as well as the economic front. In so doing, it will be important to adopt the perspective of making everyone happy—considering the benefits for private companies and consequently making low-cost energy available to the residents. The status of global companies now makes it desirable for them to locate their offices in low-carbon real estate. In central Tokyo and other central areas as well, if the city makes wise use of energy such as by networking commercial and cultural facilities, hotels and other various facilities and making use of the unused energy they emit, its value as a city will increase dramatically and attract attention from around the world.
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